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Yes, loud noise can cause teal physical pain awl can do damatga by 
permanently reducing the sensitivity of human 

If a very faint signal is slowly increased in volume a point will be 
reached when a listener will perceive it forthe firsttime. This pointis 
catfed the threshold of hearing. As the volume is increased still 
further a second point will be reached where pain will be 
e x p e r i d .  

In young people these two points are 120 ar so decibels (dB) 
but,astheygrouvolderserr~itiv&~&@n comessooner. 
What's that you say? asks the OM man and then. 'Don't shout-l'm 
not deaf. This narrowing of the gap behmen hearing and pslin is 
respomsible for a great deal of suffering in dd people's homes - 
espaciallyincityanraswhereitisdifficulttokeepnoiSedoWntO 
acGepteMehek. 





WHY IS NOISE SO 

Our ears are used primarily to communicate with others. to give 
warning of danger and to absorb sensory pleasures such as from 
music. 

The degree of irritation is related to the extent to which a sound 
interferes with these uses or (by remaining at the 'alarm' level) 
prevents us from sleeping or resting. 

Some noise comes into buildings from outside, such as when a 
passing jet plane drowns a telephone conversation or when traffic 
noise prevents one from hearing an interesting speaker. 





The man who throws h i s W  at the tan, cat on thegarden fence is 
practising the simplest of all noise reduction measures- removal of 
the source. 

It is no longer always possible to contemptate this step in our 
technological world but whereas in the past we have not worried 
much about noise it is now time to look at what can be done. 

The aircraft industry has shown quite clearly that % is possible to 
bring down noise levels - but only under presswe of the tobl ban 
enforced by some countries on aircraft that make too much noise. 

Motor cars, buses, buzz-bikes and vacuum deaners can be 
effectively quietened but until now the public has not been prepared 
to pay the price of legislation. Also, many young sports-car 
enthusiasts still think that the greater the noise the more the power. 
and enjoy the throaty roar of an unsilenced engine. 





Dl$ JEL ? 
The human ear is extremely sensitive, but unlike most delicate 
instruments it can cope with afantastic rangeof volumes. It can hear 
the whisper of a blade of grass, but can also understand words 
shouted above the roar of a jet aircraft. The first sound lies near the 
threshold of hearing or the sensitivity limit of the human ear. The 
second sound approaches the point where the ear starts 
overloading. This is called the threshold of pain, because at this 
point our ears start hurting. and for a very good reason, namely to 
warn us of damage to the hearing mechanism. Between these two 
thresholds lies a sound intensity range of about one million million 
units. 

Our ears can handle this wide range of sound intensities because 
they are equipped with an automatic adjustment To hear very soft 
sounds, the sensitivity is near its maximum, but as the sound 
becomes louder, the sensitivity decreases. If we are talking 
alongside a noisy bus when a jet plane passes low overhead. the 
noise of the bus suddenly becomes far less significant as our ears 
change their ideas about what is 'very loud'. 

Scientists are often faced with a dilemma when trying to measure 
anything over a very wide range. This is also true of sound 
intensities. Many of us arefamiliarwith thedelicatebalanceused by 
the research chemist or pharmacist to weigh extremely accurately 
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L r n U  
AH sounds of thasame intensity do not soundequally bud totheear. 
The low frequencies and the very high frequencies usually sound 
softer, espedally at low levels. Thisiswhy agood h i  sethasa built- 
in loudness control which boosts the bass at l o w l i i m g  levels. As 
you turn up the volurne, the eat's e e n s i t i i  becomes more nearly 
equal for all ffequencies and the loudness control may be switched 
off. At most M q  the earis most sentitiveto middlefrequeRcies and 
medium high frequencies - about the range of a shrill w A i  This 
is why noises with strong componerrts in this frequency rangesound 
so annoying, for example a bun bike or power saw. The sound o h  
lorry may actually have a higher Wemity but is often less annoying 
became the lorv frequencies predominate. 

There is another aspact of loudness which is of special importance 
when tcybrg to exdude noise from fhe home or office. +he eat's 
automatic sensitiv'i adjuJtmsnt has a special effect on loudness. 
Increasing the sound intensity by a factor of 10 (10 dB) makes it 
sound mice as loud. wh%e *messing it by a factor of 100 (20 dB) 
makes it sound only 4 times as bu& Unforttrnatelythii also works 
theotkerwayaround. f f lOpeoplearata lk ingat~andyau~ 
tona)uethehoise'sotrndhaHastoud,youhareto~nineoithem! 

Toobtainspaech~cybetweenoffi~e~.th%SMHIClenergypassing 
through to the adjoining office hasto be reduced by a factor of abwt 
lDODOO (50 dB). To obtain such high values of sound insulation. 
howwer, requiresspedal metisums 



enough it can be improved swnmhat more by putting a sealing 
mcllpwnd around the windows and MOcking off ihe chimney. 







We said earlier that to keep out sound it was vital to plug up the air- 
holes. 

The ultimate air-holes are those in your head. 

It is interesting to note that in a very noisy place it becomes 
impossible to hold a conversation no matter how loud one shouts, 
simply because the ear becomes overloaded. Once you don ear 
muffs or plugs, however, the level of sound drops to the point where 
the ear can once more separate the wanted from the unwanted 
sounds. You therefore hear better when you close off your ears. 

There are several ways of doing this. You can, for instance, use ear 
muffs, which are rather like headphones they are lightweight and 
quite comfortable but many people find that if they are worn for long 
periods they cause a sweat rash where they press against the sides 
of the head. 



Alternatively you can use earplugs One type is made of plastic and 
fits into an ear like a hearing aid. Their disadvantage is that they 
rarely fit everyone's ears exactly and they may therefore initate. 

Some people find it preferable to use a disposable earplug made 
from waxed cotton wool; it fits perfectly but is not really reusable. 
However, at about one cent a pair the expense is not a serious factor. 

Not all of us can stand a plug in our ears for long periods but those 
who can do enjoy a reduction in the sound level reaching their ears. 
This is the one occasion when you can envy the man who is hard of 
hearing. With a smile he just switchesoff his hearingaid,and relaxes 
into a blissfully quiet situation. - 
Incidentally, by using earplugs your economy car becomesaRdls- 
Royce - at least as far asvehicte noise is concerned. However, you 
are likely to have Wouble with the traffic department if you don't 
respond to whistle or siren. Alas, there are no cheap and easy 
solutions! = 



FAMOUS 
FALLACIES 
Tall trees planted round a house reduce noise 

False. Trees will have a negligible effect on noise. 

Lining the inside walls of a house with acoustic tiles will keep Out 
more noise 

False. Just as much noise will get through the walls andsincemost 
of the noise comes through windows, doors and airbricks anyway. - 
your ear will not be able to detect any real difference, although the 
acoustic til& may reduce the level of reflected sound in the room. 

Lining the roof with heat insulation material will make a house 
quieter. .. 
Yes and No. If a house has very solid doors and walls, internally 
generated sound can sometimes go into the roof, echo through the 
space among the rafters and bounce back into another room. In this 
case thermal insulation material can help. In most houses, however. 
the doors and windows leak far more sound than the ceiling so you 
will notgetany noise reduction benefit from insulating it. However, if 
you want to keep your house warm in winter and cool in summer 
insulate i t  by all meansand accept any quietening effect it may have 
as a bonus, but don't install i t  simply as an acoustic measure until 
you have cured all the other noise leaks. 



I f  a fan is used to extract air from a room, noise from outside is 
greatly reduced because i t  has to travel 'upstream '... 
False. The difference is negligible. 

A screening wan will cut down noise ... 
Not always. To be effective a screen wall must rise several metres 
above the line of sight between source and listener and should be 
close to one or the other. If i t  is too near a home it may interferewith 
the natural ventilation. Traffic noise is difficult to screen because a 
moving source requires a long wall or one that surrounds the 
listener. 



Not all noise is bad. Sound a message even if is only that 
other life is near at hand. It only irritates when the listener doesn't 
like the message, cannot understand it, finds it irrelevant or objects 
to the volume with which it is propagated. 

A complete absence of sound is the message of the grave. 

The young child may wake up and cry W h e n  the Silence becomes 
complete, while old people suddenly fed fonely. 

j u s t a s t h e b o d y ~ e s ~ w i t h t t r e p e ~ e m r i r o n m e n t s o i s  
tt necessary for us to be assailed by a variety of sounds. 

It is neither advisable nor economical to strive too hard for a perfect 
acousfical environment. 

Even if you found it it would probably only please you -and then 
not for long. 


